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Abstract— This paper investigates the online station assign-
ment for (commercial) electric vehicles (EVs) that request battery
swapping from a central operator, i.e., in the absence of future
information a battery swapping service station has to be assigned
instantly to each EV upon its request. Based on EVs’ locations,
the availability of fully-charged batteries at service stations in
the system, as well as traffic conditions, the assignment aims
to minimize cost to EVs and congestion at service stations.
Inspired by a polynomial-time offline solution via a bipartite
matching approach, we develop an efficient and implementable
online station assignment algorithm that provably achieves the
tight (optimal) competitive ratio under mild conditions. Monte
Carlo experiments on a real transportation network by Baidu
Maps show that our algorithm performs reasonably well on
realistic inputs, even with a certain amount of estimation error
in parameters.

Index Terms— Electric vehicle, battery swapping, assignment,
bipartite matching, online algorithm.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background, Motivation and Contributions

TRANSPORTATION consumes a tremendous amount of
energy and meanwhile emits massive greenhouse gases,

e.g., 28% of all energy in the US with over a quarter of
greenhouse gas emission [1]. One way to drastically reduce its
carbon footprint is electrifying transportation and increasing
renewable generation of electricity. The rising global sales
of EVs is promising; in the first quarter of 2017, sales
jumped by 40% over the same period of 2016. China leads
in both EV manufacturing and sales, with the first-quarter
sale of 2017 grown by 41% over that of 2016 [2]. Notably,
more than 150,000 commercial EVs were delivered in China
in 2016, and most of them are fully electric taxis and buses.

Commercial EVs have been a driving force in EV adoption.
They include taxis, buses, logistics vehicles, Zipcars (car-
sharing service), etc. Unlike private cars, these commercial
EVs are on the road most of the time. They consume a lot more
energy, and hence have a greater potential in energy saving and
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emission reduction if electrified, but also are far less flexible in
refueling. The time-consuming process of battery charging is
therefore a particularly severe pain point for commercial EVs.

Battery swapping, where an EV swaps a depleted battery
at a service station for a fully-charged one, is more suitable
for commercial EVs. This model has been well demonstrated
in several pilot programs in China [3]. The advantages of
battery swapping over charging are fourfold. First, it takes
only minutes to swap a battery but often hours to recharge
it. Second, the aggregation of charging loads reduces demand
uncertainty compared with individual EV charging, simplify-
ing power system operation. Third, the aggregation of charging
loads allows the service stations greater flexibility in schedul-
ing battery charging and providing ancillary services [4].
Fourth, batteries, as the most costly core of an EV, can
be leased rather than purchased, tremendously lowering the
expenditure for EV owners.

Battery swapping, however, also has its unique challenges.
First, it requires standardization of vehicles, batteries, and
swapping infrastructure, which has proven to be a difficult
process [5]. Second, a new operation model is needed to
address ownership, maintenance, and payment of shared
batteries. These issues are less severe for commercial EVs
which are typically under the management of a single entity.
The State Grid of China, for instance, operates several
city-size battery swapping based electric taxi programs,
which exemplifies a vertically integrated system consisting of
EVs, batteries and service stations.

A challenge in these systems is that EVs tend to swap their
batteries at certain service stations that easily run short of
fully-charged batteries to serve the demand. EVs occasionally
have to wait in long queues to be served, which significantly
degrades the efficiency of battery swapping. In order to allevi-
ate the congestion at service stations, we propose to schedule
EV battery swapping to fully utilize the (current/future) avail-
able fully-charged batteries in the system both temporally and
spatially. Even in the centralized setting the scheduling of EV
battery swapping is challenging in three aspects:
• It involves combinatorial optimization of station

assignment that is computationally difficult.
• Modeling station congestion introduces nonlinear

couplings.
• Station assignment has to be determined online, meaning

without future information, we need to make an irrev-
ocable service station assignment in real time to each
requesting EV.
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To address these challenges, in this paper we consider a
centralized system where EVs send their battery swapping
requests to a central operator when their battery energy is
running low. The operator assigns service stations in response
to these requests based on locations of the requesting EVs and
the availability of fully-charged batteries at service stations in
the system. We design an efficient and implementable online
algorithm for station assignment that aims to minimize cost to
EVs and congestion at service stations. The contributions of
this paper are highlighted as follows:
• We establish a practical system model and formulate an

online station assignment problem.
• We first look at the offline version of the station assign-

ment problem and reduce it to a standard bipartite match-
ing problem, solvable in polynomial time.

• We then leverage online matching to derive an algorithm
for the online station assignment problem that builds
on the efficient offline solution. The online algorithm is
proven to achieve a tight (optimal) competitive ratio of
2A− 1 under mild conditions, where A is the number of
battery swapping requests.

• Our online algorithm also performs well in average-case
Monte Carlo tests that are simulated on a real transporta-
tion network by Baidu Maps, even with inexact parameter
estimates.

B. Literature

The literature on EV battery swapping is relatively
small, but has been growing rapidly in the past years.
Zhang et al. [6] and Wang et al. [7] quantify certain aggregate
characteristics of battery swapping stations. In particular,
Zhang et al. [6] proposes to evaluate service capacities of
a station by means of a Monte Carlo simulation approach
while Wang and Wang [7] assesses the economic benefit for
a station to provide frequency regulation service, both of
which may provide guidelines for policymakers or investors.
A queuing network model with an open queue of EVs and a
closed queue of batteries is proposed in [8] to serve as a basic
analytical framework for battery swapping service stations.
Based on this model, an optimal charging strategy with
quality of service guarantee is devised in [4]. Liu et al. [9]
similarly models the charging and logistics of batteries in
a battery swapping station using a closed-loop supply chain
and optimally manages the system for maximum revenue.
Gao et al. [10], Infante et al. [11] and Sarker et al. [12]
handle the uncertainties in the operation of a battery swapping
station, yet with different methodologies. Gao et al. [10]
resorts to cutting-edge deep reinforcement learning algorithms
to predict uncertain EV (electric buses in particular) visits and
electricity prices. Both Infante et al. [11] and Sarker et al. [12]
adopt a two-stage framework - Infante et al. [11] integrates
in planning of battery resource allocation the stochastic
EV station visits using clustered representative scenarios
while Sarker et al. [12] focuses on day-ahead scheduling
that robustly accounts for real-time uncertainty in battery
swapping demand. In contrast, a deterministic operating
model of a battery swapping station serving electric buses is

discussed in [13] and a highly efficient scheduling algorithm
is designed for real-time implementation. This set of papers
investigate battery swapping only on the station end.

Some other work takes the interaction between bat-
tery swapping stations and power grids into account. Both
Sepetanc and Pandzic et al. [14] and Esmaeili et al. [15]
establish a bi-level framework to capture this interaction.
However, the focus is different - Sepetanc and Pandzic [14]
models the decision on market participation of aggregated
battery swapping stations as the upper level such that they
behave strategically to maximize revenue; on the other hand,
Esmaeili et al. [15] models the grid scheduling as the upper
level that anticipates and accounts for the optimal decision
making of battery swapping stations. Zheng et al. [16] focuses
on the optimal layout design of battery swapping stations in
distribution systems, and a criterion of life cycle cost is used to
assess the placement and capacity of stations. Wang et al. [17]
and Xie et al. [18] propose a strategy that utilizes controllable
energy storage in battery swapping stations to supplement
automatic generation control, such that a more reliable fre-
quency regulation can be guaranteed. Kang et al. [19] devises
a centralized charging strategy under a battery swapping sce-
nario by considering optimal charging priorities and locations,
with the aim of minimizing charging cost as well as power
loss and voltage deviation of power networks. All the work
above neglects station assignment for battery swapping from
the EV perspective, which is the focus of this paper. A joint
battery swapping and optimal power flow problem is solved
in [20], [21] that first integrates the scheduling of battery
swapping into the operation of a power network. However,
the problem considered is local at a relatively large time
scale that only involves one-slot optimization, leaving the
scheduling issue in real-time operation unaddressed. Of high
relevance to our work, Zhang et al. [22] considers a swap-
ping service framework that allows reservations to alleviate
service congestion. An empirical protocol is developed but
it is generally difficult to derive analytical performance
guarantee.

There is a large literature on online algorithm applica-
tions in the EV scheduling context. However, most, if not
all, of these studies have been restricted to EV charging.
For instance, a primal-dual online EV charging algorithm is
adopted in [23] to deal with the volatility of real-time prices,
such that a near-optimal charging cost can be guaranteed with
little prior knowledge of future prices. An online auction
protocol to coordinate EV charging is designed in [24] that
allows EV owners to bid for charging power and time and
provides high allocative efficiency. Guo et al. [25] inves-
tigates an online linear programming based algorithm for
an adaptive EV charging network [26] (with a linear cost)
and proposes conditions under which the algorithm achieves
offline optimum or a bounded competitive ratio. Similarly,
Zhao et al. [27] studies online EV charging with uncertain
future EV arrivals and develops simple online algorithms that
attain the optimal competitive ratios in terms of minimizing
peak power consumption. The emerging technology of battery
swapping, despite an alluring prospect, has not drawn much
attention from the community and this paper complements
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Fig. 1. Online battery swapping requests and assignments.

the existing literature by investigating the scheduling of EV
battery swapping in a practical online setting.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

Consider an EV battery swapping program, exemplified by
a city-size commercial taxi system. A central operator that
also manages service stations assigns one station to each
EV as it makes a battery swapping request. Suppose EVs
are obligated to follow assignments and will instantly head
towards the assigned stations to have their batteries swapped.
Service stations accommodate battery swapping demand by
unloading depleted batteries from EVs and providing them
with fully-charged ones. Depleted batteries are recharged at
the stations for future requests. We focus on real-time station
assignment over a continuous time horizon T := [0, T ],
say an hour, where the supply of fully-charged batteries at
each station is taken as a deterministic process, assuming that
battery charging is exogenous and given.

Suppose battery swapping requests from EVs are received
successively by the operator, as Fig. 1 shows. An EV a that
requests battery swapping at time ra will also reveal its current
position σa and state of charge sa to the operator. Without
knowing future battery swapping demand, the operator has
to determine an irrevocable station assignment for EV a
immediately based on the EV state, station state as well as
exogenous real-time traffic flows. Our goal is to devise a
computationally efficient online station assignment algorithm
with performance guarantee.

Let A := {1, 2, . . . , A} denote a given set of EVs that
sequentially request battery swapping within T. The whole
set A is available only in hindsight, while in practice EVs
a ∈ A, along with their states including request times ra , posi-
tions σa and states of charge sa , are observable sequentially
only after their individual requests.1 Let I := {1, 2, . . . , I }
be the set of service stations managed by the operator. Each
station i at location σi maintains a certain number of available
(fully-charged) batteries to serve forthcoming battery swap-
ping requests. Define ni (t) > 0 as the number of available
batteries at station i at time t . Let n := (ni (t), i ∈ I, t ∈ T).
Note that in the case of heavy demand when ni (t) < 0,
i.e., there is a deficit in available batteries to serve EVs, −ni (t)
is also interpreted as the number of EVs waiting for batteries at
station i at time t , which we shall term as station congestion.

An important practical observation is that EVs are
not immediately at stations after receiving their station

1Suppose ties are broken arbitrarily.

assignments.2 Given a city transportation network, we consider
stable traffic conditions with edge-dependent travel time and
distance. Let an external function τ (σ, σ �, t), where σ and σ �
are arbitrary positions, estimate the arrival time if a vehicle
sets off from σ towards σ � at time t . This function is readily
realizable by resorting to an off-the-shelf navigation service
exemplified by Google Maps and Baidu Maps. Therefore,
we assume this information is privy to the operator. Every
time an EV a requests battery swapping, the operator gathers
τai := τ (σa, σi , ra), i ∈ I. Let θai := τai − ra be the
corresponding travel time. Here we use ra to approximate
the time when EV a sets off, which further requires that
the station assignment be quickly determined. Meanwhile,
τai corresponds to a planned route with the travel distance
denoted by dai . Suppose station i is assigned to EV a. Then
it will arrive at time τai and reduce ni (τai ) by one.3

The key decision variable is the station assignment to be
determined upon each battery swapping request. Let M :=
(Ma, a ∈ A) represent the station assignment variables for
all EVs, where Ma := (Mai , i ∈ I) is the individual station
assignment for EV a with

Mai =
{

1 if station i is assigned to EV a
0 otherwise

We require that only one station be assigned to each EV, i.e.,

Mai ∈ {0, 1}, a ∈ A, i ∈ I (1a)∑
i∈I

Mai = 1, a ∈ A (1b)

At station i at time t , ni (t) increases by 1 when a charging
battery becomes fully-charged (available), or decreases by
1 when an available battery is removed by an EV, as captured
by

�ni (t) = ci (t)−
∑
a∈A

Mai · 1(t = τai), i ∈ I, t ∈ T (2)

where ci (t) is the number of batteries that become newly
available at station i at time t (which is assumed known
a priori), and 1(z) is an indicator function for the predicate z.
The second term on the right-hand side of (2) summarizes
the impact of station assignments on the numbers of available
batteries at stations. Therefore, ni (t) evolves according to

ni (t)
+ = ni (t)

− +�ni (t), i ∈ I, t ∈ T (3)

where ni (t)+ := lim
y→t+

ni (y) and ni (t)− := lim
y→t−

ni (y).

Intuitively, the value of ni (t) steps up and down instantly in
the continuous time horizon T.

We assign stations to EVs for battery swapping with the goal
of minimizing cost to EVs and congestion at service stations.
Therefore, the system cost over the time horizon T has two
components. First, certain EV cost αai will be incurred for
EV a to swap its battery at the assigned station i . For instance,

2This is one of the key points that distinguish our station assignment
problem from canonical assignment problems since the impact of assignments
here is hysteretic and implicit.

3Here we implicitly assume that EVs can have batteries swapped immedi-
ately when there are available batteries at a station.
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Fig. 2. Sequential information exchanges. A central operator (a) collects EV
data along with a real-time battery swapping request as well as station data,
(b) translates position data into travel data (traffic parameters) by means of
a navigation service, and (c) determines a station assignment and instantly
returns it to the requesting EV, which then leaves for the assigned station.

the cost can account for the corresponding travel distance,
time, or a weighted sum of both, as well as the constant battery
swapping service time. However αai is defined, we require that
the planned route of EV a to station i minimizes it.4 The cost
of EV a is then

∑
i∈I αai Mai . Second, as explained above,

the congestion of station i at time t can be represented by
�−ni (t)�+, where �y�+ := max{y, 0}. Its integral congestion
over T is

∫
t∈T �−ni (t)�+ dt . The goal of station assignment is

to minimize both costs over all EVs and stations. The extra
challenge is that they have to be determined in an online
fashion:
Online station assignment problem
online decision variables: Ma , a ∈ A

constraints: (1)
station state equations: (2)(3)
cost: C(M) :=∑

a∈A
∑

i∈I αai Mai +∑
i∈I

∫
t∈T�−ni (t)�+ dt

Any weight to make the two cost components compara-
ble can be incorporated in αai . The information exchanges
involved in the system is illustrated in Fig. 2. Note that we
ignore driving ranges of EVs for simplicity to focus on online
assignment. In practice, it is possible to set a minimal driving
range for requesting battery swapping so that feasibility will
not be an issue.

In terms of the system cost, a set of station assignments M
determined online can only be evaluated at the end of T when
the final system state n is observed. We first show in the next
section an efficient solution to obtain offline optimal station
assignments. Inspired by that, we then propose our online
station assignment algorithm and analyze its performance.

III. OFFLINE SOLUTION

Assume global information, i.e., all the battery swapping
requests in T, is known a priori. The corresponding

4If it is an electric taxi with passengers, or a destination, αai could be
interpreted as the extra EV cost to take a detour.

Fig. 3. A bipartite matching.

offline optimal station assignment problem is

min
M,n

∑
a∈A

∑
i∈I

αai Mai +
∑
i∈I

∫
t∈T
�−ni (t)�+ dt

s.t. (1)(2)(3) (4)

Note that even solving the offline problem (4) is challenging.
It is seemingly a mixed-integer program with nonlinearity and
couplings across EVs, stations and time. We show however it
is solvable in polynomial time by viewing the problem from
a bipartite matching perspective.

The key observation is that the offline problem (4) is
reducible to a problem of minimum weight maximum bipartite
matching. The matching is not defined between EVs and sta-
tions. Instead, we let EVs and individual batteries be vertices
on each bipartition and endow each possible matchup with a
weight based on its contribution to the system cost.

Define a bipartite graph G = (A ∪ B, E), where A and B

are the bipartition of the vertex set, representing respectively
the EV set and the battery set, and E = A × B is the
set of all possible edges between A and B with endowed
weights ω := (ωab, (a, b) ∈ E), as shown in Fig. 3. The
goal is to match each vertex in A with one unmatched
vertex in B (as we will show later, |A| ≤ |B|) such that
the collective weight is minimized. Therefore, the minimum
weight maximum matching problem defined on G is

min
x

∑
(a,b)∈E

ωab xab (5a)

s.t.
∑

b

xab = 1, a ∈ A (5b)

∑
a

xab ≤ 1, b ∈ B (5c)

xab ∈ {0, 1}, (a, b) ∈ E (5d)

where x := (xab, (a, b) ∈ E) is the matching to be decided.5

xab = 1 if vertex a is matched with vertex b, and 0 otherwise.
An instance of the matching problem (5) is specified by the
graph G and weights ω.

Given an instance of the offline problem (4), we now
construct an instance of the matching problem (5) such that an
optimal matching of (5) yields an optimal station assignment
of (4).

In G, A is the same set of EVs in (4), while the battery
set B is inferred from the parameters (ni (0), i ∈ I) and (ci (t),
i ∈ I, t ∈ T). Let B := ⋃

i∈I(Bi ∪ B
d
i ). The composition

5x can also be deemed as the set of edges that represent matchups in x .
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of B reveals one characterization for each battery b, i.e., the
station ib which it belongs to. A battery b in Bi corresponds to
a real battery at station i that turns available anytime within T.
A battery b in B

d
i is a dummy battery that arises from the

possibility that an EV has not had its battery swapped by the
end of T, i.e., ni (T ) < 0 for some station i . In this case,
we add dummy batteries as matching options to guarantee
feasibility and consistency with the offline problem (4). In
addition, a battery b is also characterized by the time when it
turns available, denoted by ρb , e.g., ρb = 0 for batteries that
are already available at the beginning. Let ρb = T for dummy
batteries, which contributes to the uniform definition of ωab,
as we will show later. Each battery b ∈ B is then labeled with
a tuple (ib, ρb).

Remark 1: B
d
i is used to make up the shortfall when there

is a larger battery swapping demand than the supply of real
batteries at station i in T. |Bd

i | := max{|A| − |Bi |, 0} is
defined in order to maintain the consistent solution space when
mapping x back to M.

Given G, the weight ωab of each matchup (a, b) is inter-
preted as the incremental system cost it contributes to if EV a
is matched with battery b, i.e., station ib is assigned to EV
a. To determine ωab, the main idea is to translate station
congestion into the waiting time each EV suffers. Note that
station congestion results from the fact that some EVs arrive
but have to wait for batteries to turn available. Regardless of
whether the battery that an EV is matched with is real or
dummy, its waiting time constitutes a period of congestion.
In other words, the temporal integral congestion of a station
is equivalent to the aggregate waiting time of all EVs that
the station is assigned to. This intuition guides us to set
weights ω as follows6: define ωab := αab +max{ρb − τab, 0},
(a, b) ∈ E. Here, αab is the EV cost and max{ρb−τab, 0} is the
duration for which EV a waits until battery b turns available.
Particularly, since T is the whole time horizon, EVs matched
with dummy batteries will wait until the end after their arrivals
and thus the weight reduces to ωab = αab + (T − τab) if
battery b is dummy. The definition of ωab implies that the
goal of station assignment is to optimally trade off EVs’ cost
on the road and waiting time at stations for battery swapping.

From above, given an instance of the offline problem (4),
a well defined matching problem (5) requires O(N2) time
to establish G and ω, where N := |B|. On the other hand,
suppose we have an optimal matching x∗ of (5), an optimal
station assignment M∗ of (4) is straightforward - assign to
each EV the station which its matched battery belongs to:

M∗ai =
∑

b∈Bi∪Bd
i

x∗ab, a ∈ A, i ∈ I (6)

which is obtainable in O(N) time.
So far we have reduced the offline optimal station assign-

ment problem (4) to the standard minimum weight max-
imum matching problem (5), which is well known to be
polynomial-time solvable, e.g., by the Hungarian algorithm
[28], [29]. Therefore, the offline problem (4) can be effi-
ciently handled via the above bipartite matching approach.

6Without ambiguity, αab := αaib , τab := τaib and dab := daib are applied.

Fig. 4. An example where greedy approaches perform poorly.

This inspires us to come up with an online station assignment
algorithm by building on the online version of the minimum
weight maximum matching problem (5), as we explain in the
next section.

IV. ONLINE STATION ASSIGNMENT

An offline solution to (4) is not implementable in general,
but can serve as an optimal baseline for any online station
assignment algorithm. The performance of an online algorithm
is commonly measured by its competitive ratio, the worst
possible ratio between its performance and the offline optimum
over all input instances. For the online station assignment
problem, an algorithm that outputs Mon is competitive if its
competitive ratio γM := sup C(Mon)

C(M∗) is bounded, where the
supremum is taken over all input instances.

One possible online algorithm is a greedy approach that
discretizes the time horizon T into slots and optimizes the
station assignments for all in-slot battery swapping requests
simultaneously at the end of each slot. The time granularity of
a slot becomes significant as it leads to a tradeoff between the
approximation to offline optimum and implementability. The
larger the time granularity is, the better the local optimal sta-
tion assignment problem at each slot approximates (4), which
is however harder to implement. In the case of a continuous
time horizon as we consider here, a greedy approach will
simply make a best station assignment for each individual
battery swapping request. However, the following example
illustrates that the competitive ratio of a greedy approach is
lower bounded by 2A − 1.

Consider a network of a line topology where A stations,
each with only one fully-charged battery, are located at nodes
as Fig. 4 shows. The EV cost incurred to travel through each
edge is also marked therein. Suppose in total A pending battery
swapping requests are indexed in chronological order. Put
EV a1 at the node in between stations i1 and i A, which is
slightly closer to station i1 by δT

L with δ and L being both
constants. A greedy approach assigns station i1 to EV a1
myopically. An adversarial parameterization then puts EV ak

exactly where station ik−1 is, k = 2, 3, . . . , A. Note that
as long as L 
 2A−1 + δ and raA → 0, which basically
mean assigning one station to two EVs will incur huge cost, a
greedy approach always looks for an unassigned station with
the least EV cost incurred, i.e., station ik is assigned to EV
ak , k = 1, 2, . . . , A, with the total system cost of (2A−1+δ)T

L ,
while the offline optimum, which achieves the minimal system
cost of (1+δ)T

L , assigns station i A to EV a1 and tells other EVs

to stay still. In this specific case, C(Mon)
C(Moff)

= 2A−1+δ
1+δ → 2A−1

as δ→ 0, which suggests γM ≥ 2A − 1, i.e., the competitive
ratio of a greedy approach for the online station assignment
problem is lower bounded by 2A − 1.
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From above, a greedy approach is usually unsatisfactory
and yields a poor competitive ratio, since a local optimum
can incur a high cost globally. Instead, we aim to exploit
the specific problem structure and design a competitive online
station assignment algorithm.

We follow the same pipeline in Sec. III using the bipartite
matching approach. First, focus on the online version of the
minimum weight maximum weight matching problem (5):
suppose the full graph G in Fig. 3 is not known a prior,
yet B is available to the operator. A reveals one EV vertex
as well as its incident edges with weights when a battery
swapping request emerges, upon which the operator selects
an unmatched battery vertex as the matchup with an objective
of minimizing the aggregate weight.
Online matching problem
online decision variables: xa , a ∈ A

constraints: (5b)-(5d)
aggregate weight: W (x) :=∑

(a,b)∈E ωab xab

Similarly, let γx := sup W (xon)
W (x∗) be the competitive ratio of

an algorithm for the online matching problem, where xon is its
output. Unfortunately, γx can not be bounded for the general
online matching problem [30]. However, as we will show
below, our problem possesses specific structural properties that
contribute to a theoretical performance bound and meanwhile
fit well in a practical setting.

Recall that the EV cost previously defined is quite general.
Now we pin it down explicitly as a weighted sum of travel time
and distance, i.e., αab := α1θab+α2 dab. Therefore, according
to the analysis in Sec. III, the weights on the incident edges
are

ωab = α1θab + α2 dab +max{ρb − τab, 0}, (a, b) ∈ E

We propose our online station assignment algorithm. Let
ak , k = 1, 2, . . . , A, be the kth EV in chronological order
that requests battery swapping (also the kth EV vertex that
emerges in the graph G). Denote the interim offline mini-
mum weight maximum matching right after ak’s emergence
as xoff

k , i.e., xoff
k consists of offline optimal matchups for

(a1, a2, . . . , ak) assuming there is no future arrival, and the
corresponding online matching by our algorithm as xon

k . Let
Moff

k and Mon
k be the corresponding station assignments with

respect to xoff
k and xon

k , which can be computed by (6).
Denote the final decision outputs as xoff := xoff

A , xon := xon
A ,

Moff := Moff
A and Mon := Mon

A . Hence xoff and Moff are the
true offline optima to benchmark against when all A EVs have
emerged. The online station assignment algorithm is explicitly
demonstrated in Algorithm 1.

Here are a few notes about Algorithm 1. In step 5, xoff
k is

efficiently computed by solving (5) with the first k EVs. ⊕
in step 6 is the operator of symmetric difference. Basically,
the symmetric difference of two sets is the set of elements
(edges here) that are in either of the sets and not in their inter-
section. The remedy of xoff

k in step 7 is trivial, as explained in
Property 1 below. Algorithm 1 tracks the difference between
two consecutive offline matchings instead of being greedy.
It has the following two properties that help guarantee a
bounded competitive ratio under mild conditions:

Algorithm 1: Online Station Assignment Algorithm

1 Input: (ak, k = 1, 2, . . . , A), and (ωakb, (ak, b) ∈ E)
after ak emerges;

2 Output: Mon;
3 Initialization: k ← 1, xoff

0 ← ∅, xon
0 ← ∅, Mon

0 ← ∅;
4 while ak emerges do
5 Compute xoff

k ;
6 Pk ← xoff

k ⊕ xoff
k−1;

7 Remedy xoff
k such that Pk consists of only an

odd-length path from ak to a battery vertex bk ;
8 Match ak with bk to form xon

k from xon
k−1;

9 Assign station ibk to EV ak to obain Mon
k from Mon

k−1;
10 k ← k + 1 ;
11 end while
12 return Mon ← Mon

A

Fig. 5. An illustrative example of Pk : P4 consists of a cycle (grey dash
lines), which can be removed through the remedy of xoff

4 , and a path from
a4 to b4 (black solid lines).

Property 1: Without loss of generality, Pk = xoff
k ⊕ xoff

k−1
can be taken as an odd-length path from ak to bk .

Proof: The potential rematching in xoff
k that differs from

xoff
k−1 arises from the emergence of ak . Conceivably, their

symmetric difference Pk covers vertices that have either one
(matched only in one matching) or two (matched in both
matchings with different matchups) incident edges that link
the opposite bipartition. Then Pk must be the disjoint union of
paths or cycles, or both. See Fig. 5 for an illustrative example.

Since ak is only matched in xoff
k , it has only one incident

edge and cannot be contained in a cycle (as vertices in cycles
all have two incident edges), meaning that ak must be one
end of a path. If this is an even-length path, the other end
will be another EV vertex aκ , κ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k − 1}, which
is impossible as aκ , κ = 1, 2, . . . , k − 1, has been matched
in both xoff

k and xoff
k−1 – they are either excluded in Pk or

linked by two incident edges. As a result, Pk contains a unique
odd-length path that starts from ak and ends with a battery
vertex bk .

In addition, cycles (of even length), if any, will have the
identical aggregate weight on their odd edges and even edges,
which respectively belong to xoff

k and xoff
k−1; otherwise, one

of the offline matchings can be improved by exchanging the
edges and is not optimal. Therefore, we can exchange the
edges in xoff

k for those in xoff
k−1 without losing optimality and

get rid of cycles. Similarly, even-length paths, if any, which
can only start and end at the battery bipartition, will also have
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the identical aggregate weight on their odd edges and even
edges. Again, we can remedy xoff

k by exchanging the edges
to remove even-length paths. Therefore, Pk is an odd-length
path from ak to bk without loss of generality.

Property 2: bk is not matched in xon
k−1.

Proof: All the vertices except ak and bk along the
odd-length path have two incident edges that represent their
matchups in xoff

k and xoff
k−1, respectively. Therefore, the path

alternates the edges in xoff
k with those in xoff

k−1 (as it starts
with ak which is only matched in xoff

k ). Due to its odd length,
the only incident edge of bk belongs to xoff

k , i.e., bk is not
matched in xoff

k−1.
By induction it can be verified that the battery vertices

matched in xon
k−1 are the same as those matched in xoff

k−1:
suppose it holds for xoff

κ and xon
κ , κ = 0, 1, . . . , k − 2; when

xoff
κ+1 incorporates an extra bκ+1 on the basis of xoff

κ , xon
κ+1 also

includes bκ+1 according to Algorithm 1. Therefore, bk is not
matched in xon

k−1 either.
Property 2 suggests the battery vertices matched in xon

by Algorithm 1 is consistent with those matched optimally
in hindsight. This is the key principle that enables Algo-
rithm 1 to hedge against worst-case parameterization and avoid
unbounded performance loss.

Theorem 1: Algorithm 1 achieves a competitive ratio of
γx = 2A − 1 for the online matching problem, i.e., W (xon)

W (xoff)
≤

2A − 1, if either of the following conditions holds:
1) EV cost consists of only travel time, i.e., α2 = 0, and

moreover, α1 ≥ 1;
2) There is a positive correlation between travel time and

distance, i.e., for ∀a, a� ∈ A, b ∈ B, θab ≤ θa�b ⇐⇒
dab ≤ da�b, and moreover, da�b−dab ≥ 1−α1

α2
(θa�b−θab).

Proof: We first make some key observations.
Observation 1: W (xoff

1 ) ≤ W (xoff
2 ) ≤ · · · ≤ W (xoff

A ).
Otherwise, there exist matchings that can be improved and

are not offline optimal.
Observation 2: EV cost satisfies αab ≤ αa�b + αab� + αa�b� ,
∀a, a� ∈ A, b, b� ∈ B.

By definition, αab is the minimal EV cost to travel from
the position of EV a to station ib in terms of routing.
If Observation 2 doesn’t hold, αab is not minimal because
EV a can take a detour a → b� → a� → b that bypasses b�
and a� with strict less cost.

Based on the above observations, we show if a emerges later
than a� (EV a requests battery swapping later than EV a�),
i.e., ra > ra� , then the weights on their incident edges satisfy
ωab ≤ ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b� , ∀b, b� ∈ B, when either of the
above conditions hold.

Given either condition, it is trivial to have θab ≤ θa�b +
θab� + θa�b� , which leads to two possible cases:
• θab is strictly larger than θa�b. Conspicuously, τab = ra+

θab > ra� + θa�b = τa�b, i.e., EV a arrives at station ib

later than EV a�. Therefore, EV a will suffer no longer
waiting time than EV a� to snatch battery b, i.e., max{ρb−
τab, 0} ≤ max{ρb − τa�b, 0}. Then naturally comes

ωab = αab +max{ρb − τab, 0}
≤ αa�b +max{ρb − τa�b, 0} + αab� + αa�b�

≤ ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b� (7)

• θab is no larger than θa�b. If EV a arrives at station ib no
earlier than EV a�, this is basically the same as the first
case. Thus we care about situations where EV a arrives
earlier than EV a�, i.e., τab < τa�b. As expected, EV a�
will suffer no longer waiting time than EV a, but note
that max{ρb − τab, 0} − max{ρb − τa�b, 0} ≤ τa�b − τab.
Moreover,

ra = τab − θab > τa�b − θa�b = ra�

�⇒ θa�b − θab > τa�b − τab

≥ max{ρb − τab, 0} −max{ρb − τa�b, 0} (8)

If the first condition holds,

αa�b − αab = α1(θa�b − θab) > τa�b − τab

≥ max{ρb − τab, 0} −max{ρb − τa�b, 0}
�⇒ ωab < ωa�b ≤ ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b� (9)

If the second condition holds,

da�b − dab ≥ 1− α1

α2
(θa�b − θab)

�⇒ α1(θa�b − θab)+ α2(da�b − dab)

≥ θa�b − θab > τa�b − τab

≥ max{ρb − τab, 0} −max{ρb − τa�b, 0}
�⇒ ωab < ωa�b ≤ ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b� (10)

From above, ωab ≤ ωa�b+ωab� +ωa�b� , ∀b, b� ∈ B, is satisfied
for ∀a, a� ∈ A with ra > ra� .

Corollary 1: If EV a is the latest one that requests battery
swapping, for ∀b ∈ B, ωab is no larger than the aggregate
weight of a path (composed of the existing edges in G) that
connects vertices a and b.

Therefore, ωak bk ≤ W (Pk) ≤ W (xoff
k ) + W (xoff

k−1) ≤
2W (xoff

A ), k = 2, 3, . . . , A. Since the first step is greedy,
ωa1 b1 = W (xoff

1 ) ≤ W (xoff
A ). Adding them all up leads to

W (xon) = ∑A
k=1 ωakbk ≤ (2A − 1)W (xoff), i.e., W (xon)

W (xoff)
≤

2A − 1.
Remark 2: Under the conditions in Theorem 1, the compet-

itive ratio scales linearly with the number of battery swapping
requests (see Appendix A for an exponential competitive ratio
in the general case without the conditions). These conditions
are easy to enforce in practice. For instance, set α1 ≥ 1
(weight on travel time) and then either let α2 = 0, e.g., when
travel time and distance are irregularly correlated during
heavy traffic congestion (long travel time but short travel
distance), or assume the positive correlation between travel
time and distance holds and properly set an α2, e.g., when
traffic flows are smooth.

Although the competitive ratio attained by Algorithm 1
seems unduly pessimistic, it is tight as the following theorem
states.

Theorem 2: No deterministic online algorithm is able to
achieve a competitive ratio better than 2A − 1 for the online
matching problem.

Proof: Consider the following case: we know there are
in total A pending battery swapping requests, indexed in
chronological order. A star transportation network of one
central node and A identical leaf nodes is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 6. The competitive ratio is tight in this case.

All edges represent unique paths that connect two correspond-
ing nodes and are homogeneous in the sense that the same
amount of EV cost α = T

L is incurred to travel through each
edge, where L is a constant. Assume at each leaf node there is
a station with only one fully-charged battery. Certainly A− 1
dummy batteries can be added at each station to accommodate
all EVs. An EV has to wait until the end of the time horizon T

if matched with a dummy battery, while it can have its battery
swapped immediately upon arrival if matched with a real
battery.

First assume EVs will prioritize real batteries. Suppose
EV a1 is at the central node, a deterministic online algorithm
matches it with an arbitrary real battery at a leaf node, say
b1 without loss of generality, thus ωa1 b1 = T

L . Then the
worst-case parameterization is to put EV ak exactly where real
battery bk−1 is, k = 2, 3, . . . , A, as Fig. 6 shows, thus forcing
ωakbk = 2T

L , k = 2, 3, . . . , A. As a result, any deterministic
online algorithm will achieve an aggregate weight of (2A−1)T

L
at minimum, while the offline optimum is T

L by matching
a1 with bA and ak with bk−1, k = 2, 3, . . . , A. Therefore,
this case indicates γx ≥ 2A − 1 by any deterministic online
algorithm.

One would argue that EVs are not necessarily matched with
real batteries. Then we show it will do no better by allowing
matching EVs with dummy batteries. To avoid being trapped
in the above case, the best countermeasure is to match a1 with
an arbitrary dummy battery and ak with bk−1, k = 2, 3, . . . , A.
This matching achieves an aggregate weight of T

L + (T − τa1)
at minimum when at least one dummy battery is matched,
where τa1 is the arrival time of EV a1 at any station (due
to homogeneity). However, if L → ∞ and τa1 → 0 (an
extreme case where EV a1 and all stations gather closely
enough), γx → L + 1, which means the competitive ratio
can be unboundedly worse as L →∞.

Hence, the competitive ratio γx = 2A−1 of Algorithm 1 is
tight as no deterministic online algorithm is able to perform
better.

It turns out the competitive analysis of Algorithm 1 in terms
of the online matching problem is also extendable to the primal
online station assignment problem:

Theorem 3: Algorithm 1 achieves a tight competitive ratio
of γM = 2A − 1 for the online station assignment problem,
given the same conditions in Theorem 1.

Proof: From Sec. III, it is obvious that C(Moff ) =
W (xoff). However, the online station assignment Mon, attained
from xon by (6), may be executed in a different way from
the expected matching xon due to the fact that EVs do not
necessarily obtain the batteries matched with them.7

As characterized in the online station assignment problem,
an EV that follows the station assignment will have its battery
swapped immediately if any battery is available at the station
upon its arrival. For instance, consider one single station, sup-
pose EV 1 requests battery swapping earlier than EV 2, and is
matched with battery 1, which turns available at time 3, while
it arrives at time 5. EV 2, which arrives at time 3, is however
matched with battery 2, which turns available at time 6, due
to its late request. Apparently, W (xon) = α11 + α22 + 3 while
C(Mon) = α12 + α21 + 1, where α11 = α12, α21 = α22. The
matching is revocable in practice, not as assumed when we
analyze through the bipartite matching approach.

The simple case indicates that the revocation is spontaneous
to rematch EVs that have already arrived with currently avail-
able batteries in real implementation. From the system point
of view, the revocation, if any, always improves performance,
i.e., C(Mon) ≤ W (xon). Therefore, C(Mon)

C(Moff)
is upper bounded

by W (xon)
W (xoff)

. Moreover, the tightness of γM = 2A−1 still holds,

as verified by the case in Fig. 6.
As indicated above, although the bipartite matching

approach enables us to obtain an analytical competitive ratio,
the actual performance may be better. The potential improve-
ment arises from the fact that the online matching tends to idle
available batteries at a station when EVs with later arrivals
request earlier, which however can be spontaneously revoked
by the online station assignment. Essentially, the online match-
ing problem is more specific yet easier to tackle. In practice,
EVs only care about the stations assigned rather than the
batteries matched. This suggests that, when we analyze using
the bipartite matching approach, a non-optimal online decision
is acceptable and sometimes beyond expectation as it may still
correspond to the optimal station assignment.

V. NUMERICAL RESULTS

Our online station assignment algorithm through bipartite
matching is justified analytically to be competitive under
realistic conditions. Theoretically, it is able to accommodate all
possible input instances and bound the worst-case performance
tightly. Therefore, future uncertainties are well addressed.
Even though the worst-case performance of our algorithm is
linear in A, its average-case performance seems to scale much
more slowly, as our simulation results suggest.

We use the Monte Carlo method to randomly generate test
cases and examine the distribution of performance ratios by
our algorithm compared with offline optima. The basic setup
includes a continuous time horizon of 100 minutes, 5 stations
uniformly sited in an urban area as Fig. 7 shows, and 100 pend-
ing battery swapping requests. The uniform randomness is

7In this paper we use the bipartite matching approach for analysis only and
therefore do not require the matching to be executed in practice. However, it is
also executable with certain reservation mechanisms. In that case, the station
assignment problem is specified to be a battery matching problem.
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Fig. 7. An instance of parameter input through external routing after an EV requests battery swapping.

employed to generate the request times (ra ≤ 85 minutes)
and positions of EVs in the square area, the number of real
batteries at each station (10 ≤ |Bi | ≤ 15) and the times
when these batteries turn available (ρb ≤ 100 minutes). By
means of the routing service provided by Baidu Maps [31],
the parameters of travel time and distance to all the stations
are readily attainable after an EV requests battery swapping,
as shown in Fig. 7. For convenience, let α1 = 1 and α2 = 0,
i.e., the first condition in Theorem 1 holds.

Our algorithm is tested on 1000 randomly generated cases,
and the performance ratios W (xon)

W (xoff)
of online matching w.r.t

offline matching are recorded in Fig. 8 (top). Overall, the
mean ratio is 1.255 with a variance of 0.003 and our algorithm
maintains the performance ratios below 1.3 in 79.2% of the test
cases. As Theorem 3 suggests, the actual performance ratios
C(Mon)
C(Moff)

of online station assignment w.r.t offline station assign-
ment may be better, which is confirmed by Fig. 8 (middle).
Indeed, in 81.0% of the test cases, the performance ratios are
maintained below 1.3, with a mean of 1.251 and a variance
of 0.003. This improvement is captured in Fig. 8 (bottom).
On average, a 0.30% relative performance improvement is
observed over the performance ratios W (xon)

W (xoff)
.

Our algorithm depends on external traffic information and
therefore its performance could be heavily affected by inaccu-
rate estimation of the arrival time function τ (·). In the above
1000 cases we add uniform white noise to simulate estimation
error in EVs’ arrival times at stations and test the robustness
of our algorithm. Fig. 9 shows that the algorithm performance
is not sensitive to the error in estimated arrival times (or travel
times). Specifically, four scenarios are considered where the
function τ (·) suffers from ±5%, ±10%, ±15% and ±20%
estimation error, respectively. In each scenario our algorithm
is implemented based on the inaccurate arrival times, and the

Fig. 8. Monte Carlo tests with perfect parameter estimation.

actual performance ratios are displayed in Fig. 9. Compared
with the perfect-estimation scenario in Fig. 8 (middle), overall
performance degrades as estimation error increases, as shown
in Fig. 10 and Table I. However, even with ±20% estimation
error, the mean performance ratio is only 1.267 (relative degra-
dation 1.354%) with a variance of 0.003, and still in 74.4%
of the test cases the ratios are maintained below 1.3, as Fig. 9
(bottom) shows. Fig. 11 displays the distribution of the relative
performance degradation for all individual Monte Carlo test
cases. Surprisingly, it indicates that in a high percentage of
the test cases (43.4%, 40.6%, 38.2% and 36.2% for the four
scenarios, respectively) the performance of our algorithm does
not degrade at all or even improves using the inaccurate
estimation. The intuition is that the arrival sequence of EVs at
a station has a larger impact on performance than the precise
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Fig. 9. Monte Carlo tests with estimation error in τ (·).

Fig. 10. Average performance with estimation error in τ (·).

TABLE I

ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DUE TO ESTIMATION ERROR

arrival times, thus lowering the precision requirement on the
function τ (·).

Hence the performance gap between our online algorithm
and offline optimum is acceptable in average cases, even with
inaccurate estimation of arrival times. This suggests that our
algorithm is simple, not conservative and robust.

Fig. 11. Performance degradation with estimation error in τ (·).

VI. CONCLUSION

The online station assignment for (commercial) EVs is
investigated that aims to minimize cost to EVs and congestion
at service stations. We first develop an efficient offline solution
via a bipartite matching approach to solve for the optimal
station assignments by assuming global inputs are available.
An online station assignment algorithm that builds on online
matching is then proposed. We prove that the online algorithm
achieves a tight (optimal) competitive ratio of 2A − 1 under
mild conditions, where A is the number of battery swapping
requests. The algorithm is further proven to be simple, not
conservative and robust, which maintains the performance
ratios below 1.3 in over 80% of Monte Carlo test cases.

Limitations: First, the explicit station congestion model is
simplified. In light of the service time of battery swapping,
a queueing model with constrained service capability can be
developed at each station, but a careful reevaluation of the
analytical results is required under that circumstance. Second,
taking the supply of fully-charged batteries at each station
as an exogenous input does not fully capture the closed-loop
behavior that decisions of online assignment have an impact
on future battery supply. However, considering the multi-hour
battery charging process, this cross-timescale dependence is
trivial for real-time online decisions in practice. Therefore,
we ignore this aspect to simplify analysis. Third, the tight
competitive ratio of 2A − 1 does not hold if additional
driving range constraints are enforced for EVs. This condition
seems to provide the worst-case adversary with excessive
power/freedom in parameterization in the online optimization
context. See Appendix B for an illustrative example.

APPENDIX

A. General Competitive Ratio of Algorithm 1

Theorem 4: Generally, for the online matching problem,
Algorithm 1 attains a competitive ratio of O((α1+1

α1
)A−1).
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Proof: Similar to part of the proof of Theorem 2, we start
with Observation 2, i.e., αab ≤ αa�b + αab� + αa�b� , ∀a,
a� ∈ A, b, b� ∈ B, and look at cases where EV a requests
battery swapping later than EV a�, i.e., ra > ra� . Generally,

max{ρb − τab} −max{ρb − τa�b}
≤ τa�b − τab

= (ra� + θa�b)− (ra + θab)

≤ θa�b − θab

≤ θa�b (11)

Therefore,

ωab

= αab +max{ρb − τab}
≤ αa�b + αab� + αa�b� +max{ρb − τa�b} + θa�b

≤ ωa�b + θa�b + α2 da�b +max{ρb − τa�b}
α1

+ αab� + αa�b�

≤ α1 + 1

α1
ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b�

≤ α1 + 1

α1
(ωa�b + ωab� + ωa�b�) (12)

which implies that the weight of a latest matchup is still
bounded. We generalize (12) to an edge-connected path P(l)
of length l that starts from a to b as

ωab ≤ (
α1 + 1

α1
)

l−1
2 W (P(l)) (13)

As aforementioned, every time EV ak requests battery
swapping, Algorithm 1 matches ak with bk which is linked
by a unique path Pk . Pk has an odd length of at most
2k − 1, i.e., Pk passes all of a1, a2, . . . , ak−1. Therefore,
ωakbk ≤ (α1+1

α1
)k−1W (Pk) ≤ (α1+1

α1
)k−1(W (xoff

k ) +
W (xoff

k−1)) ≤ 2(α1+1
α1

)k−1W (xoff
A ), k = 2, 3 . . . , A. In addition,

ωa1 b1 = W (xoff
1 ) ≤ W (xoff

A ). By adding them up, we have
W (xon) = ∑A

k=1 ωakbk ≤ (1 + 2
∑A

k=2(
α1+1
α1

)k−1)W (xoff),

or W (xon)
W (xoff)

≤ 1 + 2
∑A

k=2(
α1+1
α1

)k−1, which suggests γx =
O((α1+1

α1
)A−1).

B. A Toy Example With EV Driving Range Constraints

Consider two stations i1 and i2, each with one already
fully-charged battery. Suppose there are two pending battery
swapping requests from EVs a1 and a2, respectively, in a time
horizon of length T . EV a1 requests earlier and Algorithm 1
assigns station i1 to it due to αa1 i1 < αa1 i2 . Say EV a1
is quick enough to arrive at the station and take the battery.
In terms of EV a2, assume it has a driving range constraint
that restricts its option to only station i1. Then EV a2 can
only be assigned the station without any battery, which leads
to the cost of αa2 i1 + T − τa2 i1 , i.e., the total system cost
of αa1 i1 + αa2 i1 + T − τa2 i1 . However, in case of αa1 i1 <
αa1 i2 � T − τa2 i1 and αa2 i1 � T − τa2 i1 , the minimal total
system cost of αa1 i2 + αa2 i1 could be realized by assigning
EV a1 to station i2 and EV a2 to station i1. In this case,

the performance ratio of Algorithm 1 could be arbitrarily bad
because of

αa1 i1 + αa2 i1 + T − τa2 i1

αa1 i2 + αa2 i1

= 1+ αa1 i1 − αa1 i2 + T − τa2 i1

αa1 i2 + αa2 i1

≈ 1+ T − τa2 i1

αa1 i2 + αa2 i1
→∞ (14)
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